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An Antiprion Effect of the Anticytoskeletal
Drug Latrunculin A in Yeast
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Prions are infectious aggregation-prone isoforms of the normal proteins, supposedly able to seed aggregation of
the normal cellular counterparts. In vitro, prion proteins form amyloid fibers, resembling cytoskeletal structures.
Yeast prion [PSI], which is a cytoplasmically inherited aggregated isoform of the translation termination factor
Sup35p (eRF3), serves as a useful model for studying mechanisms of prion diseases and other amyloidoses. The
previously described interaction between Sup35p and cytoskeletal assembly protein Sla1p points to the possible
relationships between prions and cytoskeletal networks. Although the Sup35PSI+ aggregates do not colocalize with
actin patches, we have shown that yeast cells are efficiently cured of the [PSI] prion by prolonged incubation
with latrunculin A, a drug disrupting the actin cytoskeleton. On the other hand, treatments with sodium azide or
cycloheximide, agents blocking yeast protein synthesis and cell proliferation but not disrupting the cytoskeleton,
do not cause a significant loss of [PSI]. Moreover, simultaneous treatment with sodium azide or cycloheximide
blocks [PSI] curing by latrunculin A, indicating that prion loss in the presence of latrunculin A requires a
continuation of protein synthesis during cytoskeleton disruption. The sodium azide treatment also decreases the
toxic effect of latrunculin A. Latrunculin A influences neither the levels of total cellular Sup35p nor the levels
of chaperone proteins, such as Hsp104 and Hsp70, which were previously shown to affect [PSI]. This makes an
indirect effect of latrunculin A on [PSI] via induction of Hsps unlikely. Fluorescence microscopy detects changes
in the structure and/or localization of the Sup35PSI+ aggregates in latrunculin A-treated cells. We conclude that
the stable maintenance of the [PSI] prion aggregates in the protein-synthesizing yeast cells partly depends on an
intact actin cytoskeleton, suggesting that anticytoskeletal treatments could be used to counteract some aggrega-
tion-related disorders.

Actin Sup35p Release factor [PSI] Protein aggregation Sodium azide Cycloheximide

PRIONS are infectious proteins that cause neurode- prions include the mammalian membrane-associated
protein PrP, yeast regulatory protein in the nitrogengenerative diseases in mammals, including humans

[see (35) for review], and determine certain cytoplas- metabolism pathway Ure2p, and the yeast counterpart
of a eukaryotic release (i.e., translation termination)mically inherited traits in yeast [see (43) for review].

A prion isoform may have the same amino acid se- factor eRF3 (Sup35p) [see (35,43) for review]. This
suggests that prion phenomena are widespread in na-quence as the normal isoform of the same protein, but

it is folded in an alternative conformation. Moreover, ture. Prion diseases in mammals and humans are fatal
and incurable, and some of them, such as “mad cowprion conformation is reproducible due to the ability

of the prion protein to convert normal protein into a disease,” gained significant publicity recently due to
the possibility of prion transmission from animals toprion shape. Several unrelated proteins of different

functions demonstrate prion behavior. Examples of humans [see (35) for review].
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One of the models suggests that prions are aggre- are derivatives of 74-D694 (MATa ade1-14 his3 leu2
trp1 ura3). The [psi− pin−] strain GT234 (MATαgated proteins reproduced by the process of “seeded”

or “nucleated” polymerization, so that preexisting ade1-14 his3 leu2 lys2 trp1 ura3) is a derivative of
GT81-1D (8,9) obtained by guanidine-HCl treatmentoligomeric prion “seeds” facilitate polymerization of

the normal soluble protein [see (28,29) for review]. as described previously (14). The UGA mutation
ade1-14, which causes adenine auxotrophy and accu-Both mammalian and yeast prions produce aggregates

in vivo (11,18,33,34) and amyloid-like fibers in vitro mulation of a red pigment, is suppressed by [PSI]
due to readthrough of the UGA codon, caused by the(20,25,36,37,40), which supports a nucleated polymer-

ization model. This also provides a parallel between malfunction of the aggregated Sup35p. Therefore,
[psi−] colonies are red and Ade−, while [PSI+] colo-prion diseases and other amyloidoses (such as Alzhei-

mer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease, etc.) caused by nu- nies are light pink and Ade+. Standard yeast media
and cultivation conditions were used (23). Yeast cul-cleated polymerization of abnormal proteins [see (26)

for review]. This makes prions a useful model for tures were grown at 30°C.
studying general mechanisms of formation and propa-
gation of the stable protein aggregates in the cell. Fac- Plasmids
tors preventing aggregate propagation could be consid-

The episomal 2µ DNA plasmids YEp13 (5),
ered as potential antiamyloidosis treatments.

which bears a LEU2 marker, and pSTR7 (41), which
Nucleated polymerization of prions and other am-

is an YEp13 derivative bearing the S. cerevisiae
yloid-like aggregates resembles formation of the cy-

SUP35 gene under its own promoter, were described
toskeletal networks. Indeed, we have shown that

previously. The plasmids pHGPD-sGFP, pHGPD-
the cytoskeletal assembly protein Sla1p physically

NMsGFP, and pmCUP-NMsGFP, kindly provided by
interacts to the prion-forming domain of the Sacchar-

S. Lindquist, are centromeric (single-copy) yeast vec-
omyces cerevisiae release factor Sup35p and influ-

tors bearing the HIS3 and URA3 yeast markers, re-
ences formation and propagation of [PSI], a polymer-

spectively. The plasmid pHGPD-sGFP, used as a for-
ized prion form of Sup35p (4). The Sla1p protein has

mal control, contains the gene for green fluorescent
previously been implicated in forming “nuclei,”

protein (GFP) under the yeast constitutive promoter
which seed polymerization of the cortical actin mi-

for the glycerophosphate dehydrogenase gene (GPD).
crofilaments (22). This points to the possible connec-

This GPD-GFP construct produces the soluble GFP
tion between actin and prion polymerization.

protein in yeast. The plasmid pHGPD-NMsGFP con-
Here, we investigate the effects of latrunculin A,

tains the Sup35p N-proximal region (SUP35NM) un-
a drug disrupting actin microfilaments, on propaga-

der the GPD promoter, which is fused to a GFP ORF
tion of the [PSI] prion. Latrunculin A is a structurally

(GPD-SUP35NM::GFP). This plasmid produces a
unique marine toxin isolated from the Red Sea

chimeric Sup35NM-GFP protein, which forms fluo-
sponge Latrunculia magnifica. It binds near the nu-

rescent clumps in the [PSI+] cells but not in the [psi−]
cleotide binding pocket of actin monomers and forms

cells (33). The plasmid pmCUP-NMsGFP contains
an assembly-incompetent complex with monomeric

the same SUP35NM-GFP construct under the control
actin (10). As a result, latrunculin A sequesters free

of copper-inducible CUP1 promoter. The centromeric
actin monomers, preventing actin filament assembly

plasmid pLSpSUP35NM-GFP has been constructed
while allowing disassembly (2,10,30). Therefore, ac-

by E. Lewitin in Y. Chernoff’s lab by inserting the
tin polymers, normally undergoing rapid cycles of as-

smaller BamHI-SacI fragment of pmCUPNM-GFP,
sembly and disassembly in yeast, are disassembled in

bearing the SUP35NM-GFP ORF, into the BamHI-
the presence of latrunculin A. Disruption of both ac-

SacI digested plasmid pRS315-Sp-SUP35HA, kindly
tin cables and cortical actin patches by latrunculin A

provided by J. Weissman. In this way, the SUP35
was observed in yeast (3). We have found that latrun-

ORF is substituted by the chimeric SUP35NM-GFP
culin A treatment leads to structural alterations of

ORF. The resulting construct contains the SUP35NM-
prion aggregates and interferes with [PSI] mainte-

GFP fused gene under the control of the SUP35 own
nance. These data establish a functional connection be-

promoter. This construct also produces the [PSI]-de-
tween the actin cytoskeleton and [PSI] prion, and sug-

pendent fluorescent clumps, although of significantly
gest a new approach to potential antiprion treatments.

smaller size, if compared with the highly expressed
GPD-promoted construct.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Latrunculin A TreatmentsYeast Strains and Growth Conditions

Isogenic yeast strains OT55 (“weak” [PSI+]), Latrunculin A was purchased from the University
of California at Santa Cruz. The 10 mM stock solu-OT56 (“strong” [PSI+]), OT60 ([psi− PIN+]) and

GT17 ([psi− pin−]), described previously (4,13,14), tion in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) was prepared and
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added to the exponential yeast cells (OD600 = 0.6) in scope with an HB100 W/Z high-pressure mercury
lamp and a Nikon 100× Plan-Neofluar oil immersionthe volume needed to reach the required final concen-

tration. An equal volume of DMSO without latrun- objective with phase optics. The microscope’s param-
eters were set at: excitation 460-490 nm, beamsplitterculin A was added to another sample of cells used as

a control. After specified periods of time, cells were 505 nm, and emission 515–550 nm. Photographs
were taken using a Nikon 2000 camera and Kodakwashed three times in liquid YPD medium and plated

onto solid YPD medium. After 2 or 3 days of incuba- TMAX 400 film.
Alternatively, samples were scanned using a Zeisstion at 30°C and 2 subsequent days at 4°C, red

([psi−]) and white-pink ([PSI+]) colonies were coun- LSM510 UV confocal laser scanning microscope
(Carl Zeiss Inc., Thornwood, NY) with a Zeiss 63×ted. To confirm that red colonies have lost [PSI], the

representative red and white-pink colonies were vel- Plan-Neofluar oil immersion lens. The excitation
wavelength for the argon laser (GFP fluorescence)veteen replica plated onto the synthetic medium lack-

ing adenine and incubated for 7–10 days at 30°C. For was at 488 nm. Pictures were generated by the Carl
Zeiss Laser Scanning System LSM510 and analyzedeach concentration of latrunculin A and each time

point (shown in Table 1) at least four independent using the Zeiss LSM Image Browser (Carl Zeiss,
Jena, Germany).cultures were analyzed. Results were generally ho-

mogenous among the cultures. Total numbers are in-
Fluorescence Staining of Cellular Actincluded in Table 1. In cases when sodium azide or
In order to visualize actin patches, filamentous ac-cycloheximide were used (Table 4), these compounds

tin was stained with rhodamine, which was conju-were added 15 min prior to latrunculin A treatment.
gated to phalloidin, a drug that is known to stabilize
actin polymers (31). The procedure of Adams andDetection of [PIN] Factor
Pringle (1) was used in modification of Karpova et

To score for the [PIN] factor, the red [psi−] colo-
al. (24). Exponential cells at OD600 = 0.3–0.6 were

nies obtained as described above were patched on
fixed in synthetic medium containing 4% formalde-

YPD medium and mated by velveteen replica plating
hyde for 15 min to 1 h at 30°C, and incubated with

onto the lawn of the GT234 [psi− pin−] strain trans-
5% of a 3.3 µM solution of rhodamine phalloidin

formed with the 2µ plasmid pSTR7, which contains
(Molecular Probes, Eugene, Oregon) for 1 h at 4°C

the SUP35 gene. Mating to the same strain trans-
in the dark. After three washes in 1× PBS, fixed

formed with the control plasmid YEp13 was used as
stained cells were resuspended in DABCO buffer or

a negative control. Diploids were selected on the syn-
phenylenediamine mounting buffer and analyzed by

thetic medium lacking lysine and leucine, and subse-
fluorescence microscopy. When the confocal micro-

quently velveteen replica plated onto the synthetic
scope was used, the excitation wavelength for the he-

medium lacking lysine, leucine, and adenine. The
lium neon laser (rhodamine-phalloidin fluorescence)

[psi−pin−] diploids are unable to grow on this me-
was 543 nm.

dium, while [psi− PIN+] diploids containing the
pSTR7 plasmid exhibit intense papillation after 7–10 Molecular Biology Techniques and Reagents
days of incubation due to [PIN]-dependent induction Standard techniques were used for DNA isolation
of [PSI] by the multicopy SUP35 gene, which results and analysis, yeast and bacterial transformation, pro-
in suppression of the ade1-14 mutation [see (14)]. tein isolation, and Western blotting. To identify the
The isogenic diploids obtained by mating the same insoluble (prion) aggregates of Sup35p, protein ex-
GT234 transformants to the [psi− pin−] strain GT17 tracts were fractionated by centrifugation as de-
and [psi− PIN+] strain OT60 were used as controls. scribed earlier (32). Antibodies to Sup35p, Hsp104,

Hsp82, and Hsp26 were kindly provided by S. Lind-
Fluorescent Detection of Sup35NM-GFP quist. Antibodies to Hsp70 were kindly provided by

E. Craig. Amounts of protein loaded were controlledYeast cells, carrying pHGPD-sGFP, pHGPD-
by Coomassie staining. Western blotting was per-NMsGFP, or pLSpSUP35NM-GFP, were grown to
formed according to Amersham protocols. The chem-early exponential phase, spun down, resuspended in
iluminescent ECL detection kit from Amersham wasDABCO buffer (2.45% of 1,4-diazabicyclo-octane,
used for visualization of the protein bands.Sigma, in 1× PBS and 7.5% glycerol) or in phenylen-

ediamine mounting solution (1 mg/ml p-phenylenedi-
amine, Sigma, in 1× PBS and 90% glycerol) and pi- RESULTS
petted onto a poly-lysine (Sigma)-coated slide. The

Latrunculin A Causes Loss of [PSI]slide was covered with a glass coverslip (#1.5,
Sigma) and sealed with nail polish. Fluorescence was The yeast [PSI+] strains, obtained in the identical

genetic backgrounds, differ from each other by bothexamined with a Nikon Diaphot fluorescence micro-
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stringency of suppression and mitotic stability of cells became [psi−] (Table 1, Fig. 1A, see below).
Quite remarkably, the vast majority of colonies ob-[PSI] [see (13)]. These characteristics are reproduced

upon [PSI] propagation and represent the specific tained after latrunculin A treatment were either com-
plete [PSI+] or complete [psi−], while the mosaicpatterns of the individual “strains” of a prion. For this

study, we have chosen the “weak” [PSI+] strain (sectored) colonies composed of [PSI+] and [psi−]
cells were rare (Fig. 2A, see below). This shows thatOT55 (32). This strain is characterized by less effi-

cient suppression and lower level of stability, com- [PSI] was cured instantly by latrunculin A treatment,
rather than destabilized and lost in the subsequent cellpared with the “strong” [PSI+] strains of the same

genotype. However, suppression of ade1-14 remains divisions.
easily detectable in OT55 by both color and growth,
and the level of reproduction of [PSI+] remains suffi- Presence of [PSI] Does Not Affect Sensitivity of the
cient (usually about 99.9% or higher) to achieve sta- Yeast Cells to Latrunculin A
ble propagation of [PSI] in control experiments. On

One could suggest that spontaneously appearingthe other hand, the [PSI] curing treatments described
[psi−] cells are less sensitive to latrunculin A andpreviously, such as guanidine-HCl (17) or overex-
therefore gain a selective advantage upon prolongedpressed Hsp104 protein (7), cause much more effi-
incubation. To check this, we have compared latrun-cient elimination of [PSI] in the strain OT55, com-
culin A effects on viabilities of the [PSI+] strainpared with the “stronger” [PSI+] strains of the same
OT55 and isogenic [psi−] strain GT17. No differencegenotypic background. This makes OT55 a very use-
in sensitivity to latrunculin A was observed betweenful experimental model potentially capable of identi-
these strains (Table 2).fying even relatively weak prion-curing agents.

To detect the effects of latrunculin A on [PSI]
Latrunculin A Does Not Cure Yeast of themaintenance, the exponential culture of OT55 was in-
[PIN] Factorcubated with and without latrunculin A for various

time periods. Cells were plated on YPD, and the The [PIN] factor is a yeast non-Mendelian element
[PSI+] and [psi−] colonies were identified, based on that greatly increases ability of yeast cells to generate
color and ability to grow on -Ade medium as de- [PSI] de novo upon Sup35p overproduction (14).
scribed above (see Material and Methods). As ex- Based on genetic evidence, it has been suggested that
pected, latrunculin A inhibited growth of yeast cul- [PIN] is a prion that is distinct from [PSI] (14,15).
tures, while overnight incubation with latrunculin A Some [PSI] curing treatments (e.g., guanidine-HCl or
caused high cell death (Fig. 1A). While several min- inactivation of Hsp104) also cure yeast cells of [PIN],
utes of incubation with latrunculin A were previously while other [PSI] curing treatments (e.g., excess
shown to be sufficient for the actin cytoskeleton dis- Hsp104) do not affect [PIN] (14). We have checked
ruption (3), loss of [PSI] required longer periods. De- whether [psi−] colonies generated by latrunculin A
tectable [PSI] loss was observed beginning from 1 h treatment have also lost [PIN]. Our data (Table 3)
of incubation with latrunculin A (Table 1). After 4 h show that all these colonies retained [PIN+], indicat-
with latrunculin A, 6–13% of the cells became [psi−] ing that in contrast to [PSI], [PIN] is not sensitive to
(depending on concentration of the drug), while after latrunculin A treatment.
overnight incubation (18–22 h) up to 61% of viable

Blocking of Cell Division by Treatments Other Than
Latrunculin A Does Not Necessarily Cure YeastTABLE 1

[PSI] LOSS IN THE PRESENCE OF LATRUNCULIN A Cells of [PSI]
IN THE STRAIN OT55

Because [PSI] curing has not immediately fol-
Number of Colonies lowed cytoskeleton disruption and required pro-

Time of Concentration of
longed incubation in the presence of latrunculin A,Incubation (h) Latrunculin A [psi−] Total
one could suggest that [PSI] loss in the strain OT55,

1 none 0 2913 which is a relatively “weak” [PSI+] strain (13), oc-
1 40 µM 5 (0.75%) 665 curs as a result of continuous cell division blockage,
1 200 µM 9 (1.4%) 624

rather than in direct response to the cytoskeleton dis-4 none 4 (0.1%) 4049
ruption by latrunculin A. To address this question,4 40 µM 127 (5.7%) 2226

4 200 µM 417 (12.8%) 3253 we have studied effects of the other proliferation-
18–22 none 13 (0.08%) 15484 blocking agents on [PSI] maintenance. For this pur-
18–22 40 µM 236 (53.9%) 438 pose, the yeast cells were incubated in the presence
18–22 200 µM 354 (61.1%) 579

of either 10 mM sodium azide or 100 µg/ml cyclo-
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Figure 1. Effects of latrunculin A on yeast viability and protein levels. (A) Viability of yeast cells in the control culture and cultures treated
with latrunculin A (Lat A), sodium azide (Azide), and cycloheximide (Cyc) in various combinations. Cultures were grown in YPD at 30°C
as described in Materials and Methods. At each time point, serial decimal dilutions were made, and 3-µl aliquots of each dilution were
spotted onto YPD plates. Plates have been photographed after 3 days of incubation at 30°C. Concentrations: latrunculin A, 200 µM; sodium
azide, 10 mM; cycloheximide, 100 µg/ml. (B) Levels of the Sup35p and Hsps in the control (Control) and latrunculin A-treated (Lat A)
cultures of the strain OT55, as determined by Western blotting. Latrunculin A treatment was for 4 h. Equal amounts of total cellular protein
were loaded in each lane, as verified by Coomassie staining (not shown). (C) Distribution of Sup35p between soluble (S, supernatant) and
insoluble (P, pellet) fractions is not affected by latrunculin A. Yeast extracts were prepared and fractionated as described (32). Latrunculin
A treatment was for 4 h.

heximide. Cycloheximide is a protein synthesis inhib- data). However, [PSI] maintenance was not signifi-
cantly affected by sodium azide or cycloheximide initor [see (6) for review], while sodium azide is an

uncoupling agent and ATPase inhibitor with wide the strain OT55 (Table 4), confirming that block of
cell division itself does not cure yeast cells of [PSI].spectrum of action [for examples, see (21,27)], inhib-

iting protein synthesis [for instance, see (16)] and
other cellular processes. Cycloheximide was not re- [PSI] Curing by Latrunculin A Depends on
ported to specifically affect cytoskeleton, while so- Protein Synthesis
dium azide blocks movements of the actin patches
but does not disrupt the actin cytoskeleton (42). We To check whether [PSI] curing in the presence of

latrunculin A depends on protein synthesis, we havehave confirmed that the concentrations of the sodium
azide or cycloheximide used in these experiments in- treated yeast cells of the strain OT55 with latrunculin

A in conditions when protein synthesis was inhibitedhibit growth of the yeast cells (Fig. 1A) and block
Hsp induction in the strain OT55 during heat shock by sodium azide or cycloheximide. Our results show

that sodium azide or cycloheximide treatments al-(G. P. Newnam and Y. O. Chernoff, unpublished
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TABLE 2
EFFECT OF LATRUNCULIN A ON VIABILITY OF THE [PSI+] AND [psi−] CELLS

Colony Forming Units (cfu) per 1 ml at

Strain Conditions Start 4 h 18 h

OT55 [PSI+] control 4.0 × 106 1.1 × 107 9.6 × 107

latrunculin A (200 µM) 4.0 × 106 4.1 × 106 2.7 × 104

GT17 [psi−] control 4.0 × 106 7.7 × 106 1.2 × 108

latrunculin A (200 µM) 4.0 × 106 5.7 × 106 2.9 × 104

most completely inhibit the [PSI] curing (Table 4), the latrunculin A-treated cells, separated them by
SDS-PAGE, and reacted them to Hsp-specific anti-but not antiactin (not shown) effect of latrunculin A.

These data indicate that [PSI] loss requires continua- bodies. Our results failed to detect any visible change
in the levels of three different stressed-induced pro-tion of the metabolic processes, in particular of pro-

tein synthesis, during latrunculin A treatment. The teins, Hsp104, Hsp70 (Ssa), and Hsp82, after 4-h in-
cubation with latrunculin A (Fig. 1B). Neither controlsodium azide treatment has also increased viability of

the yeast cells upon prolonged incubation with latrun- nor latrunculin A-treated cells contained detectable
levels of Hsp26, which is usually not expressed inculin A, although such an effect was not observed for

cycloheximide and thus could not be attributed solely the exponential phase (not shown). These data con-
firm that the latrunculin A treatment does not induceto inhibition of the protein synthesis (Fig. 1A).
general stress response in yeast. Quite remarkably,
the levels of Sup35p itself were not affected by la-Latrunculin A Treatment Does Not Affect Levels of

Sup35p and Heat Shock Proteins trunculin A treatment (Fig. 1B).

The interplay between stress-inducible proteins of
Visualization of the Latrunculin A Effect on Sup35p

Hsp100 and Hsp70 families modulates [PSI] mainte-
Aggregates

nance in yeast (7,8,32). Because latrunculin A-in-
duced loss of [PSI] depends on protein synthesis, one To check whether latrunculin A treatment affects

the physical characteristics of prion aggregates, bothcould suggest that latrunculin A affects [PSI] indi-
rectly by inducing heat shock proteins, in particular centrifugation assay and fluorescence microscopy

were used. The distribution of Sup35p between solu-Hsp104, excess of which was previously shown to
cure yeast cells of [PSI] (7). It was difficult to ana- ble and insoluble (prion) fractions in the [PSI+] strain

remained unaffected by latrunculin A (Fig. 1C). Aslyze levels of Hsps in the yeast cells, which have
been incubated overnight in the presence of latrun- described previously (2,3), cortical actin patches, as

visualized by rhodamine-phalloidin staining, essen-culin A, because the vast majority of the culture was
dead by that time. However, we have checked Hsp tially disappeared in the latrunculin A-treated cells

(Fig. 2B). By using the chimeric protein Sup35NM-levels in the cells treated with latrunculin A for 4 h,
conditions that cause significant loss of [PSI] but do GFP (33), which originated from the fusion between

the Sup35p prion-forming region (Sup35NM) andnot yet result in the considerable cell death. For this
purpose, we have isolated total cellular proteins from green fluorescent protein (GFP), we have shown that

TABLE 3
RETENTION OF THE [PIN] FACTOR IN LATRUNCULIN A-CURED

[psi−] COLONIES

Number of [psi−] Colonies
Time of Concentration of
Incubation (h) Latrunculin A (µM) [PIN+] [pin−] Total

1 40 3 0 3
1 200 4 0 4
4 40 3 0 3
4 200 12 0 12
18–22 40 40 0 40
18–22 200 11 0 11
Total 73 0 73



Figure 2. [PSI] loss and patterns of the Sup35p aggregates in the control and latrunculin A-treated cells. (A) Latrunculin A-induced loss of
[PSI] as visualized by color on YPD plates. The cultures of the [PSI+] strain OT55 were plated onto YPD medium after 18 h of treatment
with latrunculin A (Lat A, right) or without such a treatment (Control, left). Red colonies are [psi−], while light pink colonies are [PSI+].
(B) Latrunculin A causes dissociation of the actin patches. Actin patches were visualized by rhodamine-phalloidin staining (red). Patches
are clearly seen in the control cells of the strain OT55 and preferentially concentrate in the area of new bud and bud neck (left). Most
patches disappear after latrunculin A treatment; red background indicates that actin becomes distributed evenly in the cytoplasm (right).
Latrunculin A treatment was for 4 h. (C) Visualization of the Sup35pPSI+ aggregates in the yeast strain transformed with the plasmid pHGPD-
NMsGFP, containing the chimeric SUP35NM-GFP gene under the control of strong GPD promoter. Most of the Sup35NM-GFP aggregates
(green) are relatively small and compact in the control cells of the [PSI+] strain OT55 (left). Four-hour treatment with 200 µM latrunculin
A leads to diffusion of the aggregates (right). Images of the control and latrunculin A-treated cells were taken at the same scale. Difference
in size is due to uncontrolled cell growth in the conditions when cell division is blocked for 4 h by latrunculin A treatment. (D) Visualization
of the Sup35pPSI+ aggregates in the yeast strain transformed with the plasmid pLSpSUP35NM-GFP, containing the chimeric SUP35NM-GFP
gene under the control of the SUP35 own promoter, which is moderately expressed. Due to lower levels of the Sup35-GFP production, the
prion aggregates in the control cells are smaller in size, compared with (C). Sodium azide blocks the Sup35-GFP diffusion caused by
latrunculin A more efficiently than cycloheximide. See also comments in the text. All treatments were for 1 h. Similar results were observed
after 4-h treatments (not shown). All images were taken at the same scale. Concentrations: latrunculin A, 200 µM; sodium azide, 10 mM;
cycloheximide, 100 µg/ml. (E) Actin patches (red) usually do not colocalize with the Sup35NM-GFP aggregates (green) in the cells of
[PSI+] strain OT55. The actin patches were visualized by rhodamine-phalloidin staining as in (B). The fluorescent Sup35-GFP protein was
produced by the plasmid pHGPD-NMsGFP, as in (C). Images used for (B)–(E) were obtained by using a confocal microscope, as described
in Materials and Methods.
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TABLE 4
[PSI] STABILITY IN THE PRESENCE OF PROTEIN SYNTHESIS INHIBITORS IN THE STRAIN OT55

Concentrations Number of Colonies
Time of
Incubation (h) Na3N (mM) Cyc (µg/ml) Lat A (µM) [psi−] Total

0 — — — 2 (0.1%) 2418
4 10 — — 5 (0.8%) 622
4 — 100 — 1 (0.8%) 130
4 10 — 40 0 141
4 10 — 200 1 (0.8%) 119
4 — 100 40 1 (0.7%) 138
4 — 100 200 4 (0.3%) 1367
22 10 — — 4 (0.5%) 789
22 — 100 — 0 197
22 10 — 40 0 225
22 10 — 200 1 (0.6%) 163
22 — 100 40 1 (0.5%) 210
22 — 100 200 1 (1.4%) 73

the latrunculin A treatment also affects properties of the [PSI] curing results, the sodium azide treatment
suppressed the latrunculin A-mediated Sup35-GFPthe Sup35pPSI+ aggregates. Instead of the relatively

small and compact fluorescent “seeds” observed in aggregate diffusion (Fig. 2D). However, the latrun-
culin A treatment still caused some diffusion of thethe untreated [PSI+] cells, the latrunculin A-treated

cells contained large amorphous spots of the fluores- Sup35-GFP aggregates in the presence of cyclohexi-
mide (Fig. 2D), despite the lack of the [PSI] curingcent material diffused over the significant portions of

the cytoplasm (Fig. 2C, D). One-hour incubation with effect (Table 4, see above).
latrunculin A was sufficient to induce the aggregate
diffusion (Fig. 2D). In contrast, the cycloheximide Prion Aggregates and Actin Patches Do Not

Colocalizeand especially sodium azide treatments made the
Sup35-GFP “seeds” more sharp and clearly seen,

Because our data suggest that latrunculin A affects
compared with the control untreated cultures (Fig.

the actin cytoskeleton and prion aggregates in similar
2D). One possible explanation is that block of protein

ways, one could suggest that these cellular compo-
synthesis in the presence of sodium azide or cyclo-

nents are physically connected to each other. How-
heximide prevents accumulation of the newly synthe-

ever, we have not observed colocalization of the fluo-
sized Sup35p and Sup35-GFP, leading to concentra-

rescent Sup35NM-GFP aggregates with cortical actin
tion of most of the Sup35-GFP in the aggregated

patches, visualized by the rhodamine-phalloidin
structures. It is also likely that sodium azide may

staining and found preferentially near the bud neck
“sharpen” the prion clumps due to prevention of pro-

(Fig. 2E). This suggests that at least relatively large,
duction and/or inhibition of activity of the proteins

visually detectable prion aggregates are not necessar-
involved in “seeding” of the Sup35pPSI+ aggregates

ily associated with actin patches.
(i.e., in dissociation of larger aggregates into the
smaller oligomers, which initiate the next round of
prion “replication”), for instance Hsp104 [according

DISCUSSION
to some models; see (28,43) for review]. When the
plasmid overexpressing the SUP35-GFP under the Latrunculin A is an agent that sequesters mono-

meric actin. It has been shown to inhibit actin polym-strong constitutive promoter was employed, some
control (untreated) cells accumulated large agglomer- erization in vitro (38) and to disrupt microfilament

organization in vivo in invertebrates (39) and in yeastates of the Sup35-GFP instead or in addition to the
smaller seeds. Such agglomerates were also observed (3). The rapidity with which actin filaments are disas-

sembled in latrunculin A-treated cells indicates that,in a fraction of the cycloheximide-treated cells ex-
pressing the SUP35-GFP under the moderate SUP35 although yeast are nonmotile, actin filaments’ turn-

over is very fast in vivo, and that living yeast cellspromoter (not shown). While reasons for the forma-
tion of such large agglomerates are unknown, they undergo rapid cycles of assembly and disassembly

(3). The effect of latrunculin A on actin cytoskeletonappeared different in size and location from the dif-
fused spots induced by latrunculin A. In parallel with is fully reversible in yeast cells, requiring about 60
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min to regain their normal polarized actin cytoskele- structure of prion polymers is disrupted in the latrun-
culin A-treated cells. Although most of Sup35p re-ton (3).

Our new data show that in addition to the revers- mains in the aggregated form, large amorphous ag-
glomerates probably reduce their ability to reproduceible disruption of actin cytoskeleton, latrunculin A

treatment results in [PSI] loss that is not reversed by the prion state by “seeding” new cycles of the
Sup35p polymerization. One reason for this could beremoving latrunculin A (Table 1, Fig. 2A). Presence

of [PSI] had no effect on cell viability during latrun- a decrease of surface available for interaction with
the new Sup35p molecules, due to a dramatic in-culin A treatment (Table 2). Therefore, the [PSI] loss

observed could not be explained by differential sur- crease of the average size of the aggregate. It is also
possible that the conformation of the Sup35p mole-vival rates of the [psi−] and [PSI+] cells in the pres-

ence of latrunculin A. The loss of [PSI] also could cules within the large amorphous agglomerates is
changed, compared with the small compact aggre-not be interpreted as a nonspecific prion instability

in the cells maintained in marginal conditions. First, gates. This might make Sup35p less active in prion
conversion. It should be noted that observableefficient [PSI] loss was detected after 4-h treatment

with latrunculin A (Table 1), which did not cause sig- changes in the structural patterns of aggregates are
not sufficient to explain a defect in prion mainte-nificant cell death (Fig. 1A, Table 2). Second, neither

other agents blocking cell proliferation, such as so- nance. The cycloheximide treatment protected [PSI]
from curing by latrunculin A (Table 4), despite thedium azide and cycloheximide (Table 4, see above),

nor prolonged incubation of nondividing yeast cells fact that it did not completely prevent latrunculin A
from altering the aggregate structure (Fig. 2D). Thisat low temperature (Y. O. Chernoff and G. Newnam,

unpublished data) or in the stationary phase (Y. O. means that “loose” latrunculin A-affected aggregates
are able to recover in case protein synthesis did notChernoff, G. Newnam, and J. Kumar, unpublished

data) lead to a significant loss of [PSI]. occur during the latrunculin A treatment. Possibly,
the “loose” unstructured aggregates become easilyThe efficient [PSI]-curing chemical agents de-

scribed previously, such as guanidine-HCl, acted on accessible for proteases or refolding chaperones,
which eventually destroy them unless production ofproliferating cells and caused proliferation-dependent

loss of [PSI] (17). However, yeast cells do not prolif- these proteases and chaperones is inhibited due to
block of protein synthesis. This agrees with the notionerate in the presence of latrunculin A due to the dis-

ruption of the actin cytoskeleton. There were very that diffusion of the Sup35pPSI+ aggregates is almost
complete after 1-h treatment with latrunculin A (Fig.few mosaics (sectored [PSI+]/[psi−] colonies) among

the [psi−] colonies observed after latrunculin A treat- 2C), while curing of [PSI] needs longer time to be-
come efficient (Table 1).ment (Fig. 2A). This suggests that latrunculin A treat-

ment either destroys prion aggregates or makes them It is not likely that latrunculin A acts on prion ag-
gregates directly. The only known direct effect of la-unable to reproduce themselves. Some antiprion

treatments characterized previously, such as an ex- trunculin A is sequestration of actin. It is more proba-
ble that while a prion isoform of the Sup35p is ablecess Hsp104 (7), were accompanied by solubilization

of the Sup35pPSI+ aggregates (33,34). Moreover, re- to survive for certain periods of time in the absence
of an actin cytoskeleton, it cannot maintain its struc-versible Sup35p solubilization preceded the [PSI]

loss: in the original [PSI+] yeast culture, which over- ture and/or ability to propagate indefinitely if the in-
tegrity of the cytoskeleton is not restored. One possi-expressed Hsp104 and contained primarily soluble

Sup35p, only 2% of cells formed [psi−] colonies (34). bility is that actin microfilaments provide a network
that assists in either breaking the larger aggregatesHowever, our data show that latrunculin A treatment

does not shift a balance between soluble and insolu- down into the smaller “seeds” or in transporting these
“seeds” to new locations where they can initiate newble Sup35p even in the conditions when 6–13% of

the cells form [psi−] colonies (Fig. 1C, Table 1). This rounds of prion replication. This would keep the
prion aggregates in the compacted and highly orderedconfirms that solubilization of the Sup35pPSI+ aggre-

gates does not represent a primary effect of the la- form, which is resistant to the proteolytic and/or re-
folding systems of the cell. Indeed, we have pre-trunculin A treatment. However, the fluorescence mi-

croscopy results (Fig. 2C) show that structural viously detected physical and functional interactions
between the Sup35p prion-forming domain andpatterns of the Sup35p aggregates are altered dramat-

ically in the presence of latrunculin A. The latrun- Sla1p, a cytoskeletal assembly protein involved in ac-
tin nucleation (4). Moreover, Sla1p is dispensable forculin A treatment converts the compact Sup35p

aggregates into more diffused and amorphous ag- the regular propagation of [PSI] aggregates, but it be-
comes crucial for [PSI] recovery in marginal condi-glomerates. Apparently, intracellular localization of

aggregates is also altered. Most likely, the ordered tions (4). This suggests that interactions with the cy-
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toskeletal networks are not necessary for the normal Hsp104 levels in the presence of latrunculin A (Fig.
1B). While slight variations in Hsp104 levels (10–proliferation of the [PSI] prion, but could become

important in the situation when [PSI] ability to prolif- 15%) in response to latrunculin A could not be ruled
out by the experimental approach used, such varia-erate is impaired.

It is worth mentioning that various [PSI+] strains, tions would not be sufficient to explain [PSI] loss.
Previoulsy, we observed at least twofold or highereven of isogenic origin, differ from each other with

regard to their sensitivity to the [PSI] curing effect increase in Hsp104 levels in the strain OT55 in con-
ditions when [PSI] was cured (7,32). Thus, our dataof latrunculin A. For example, latrunculin A caused

much more efficient loss of prion in the “weak” show that latrunculin A-induced [PSI] loss does not
occur by Hsp104 induction. Levels of other heat[PSI+] strain than in the isogenic “strong” [PSI+]

strain OT56 (P. A. Bailleul-Winslett and Y. O. Cher- shock proteins tested also remain unaffected in la-
trunculin A-treated cells (Fig. 1B). It is also unlikelynoff, unpublished data). It is possible that the

“strong” [PSI] isoforms are more resistant to the cel- that latrunculin A causes [PSI] loss by inactivating
Hsp104, as previously proposed for guanidine-HCllular “antiprion” systems, compared with the “weak”

[PSI] isoforms. This enables the “strong” [PSI]s to (17,19). Hsp104 inactivation results in the loss of
both [PSI] and [PIN] (14) while latrunculin A treat-survive for longer periods of time in the absence of

actin cytoskeleton. This supports a notion that while ment cures [PSI] but does not cure [PIN] (Table 3).
It is still possible that latrunculin A treatment in-cytoskeletal structures assist in maintaining [PSI],

they are not essential for [PSI] maintenance. duces an unknown protein other than Hsp104, which
causes loss of [PSI]. Identification of such a proteinThe easiest explanation for the Sla1p and latrun-

culin A effects would be direct association between would be of great interest because Hsp104 remains
the only protein thus far shown to cause [PSI] loss inthe prion aggregates and cytoskeletal structures.

However, we have not observed a colocalization of yeast. However, the protection of [PSI] in the condi-
tions when protein synthesis is inhibited could alsoSup35NM-GFP aggregates and actin patches (Fig.

2E). It is possible that the interactions between the have a simpler explanation. First, the unregulated
growth of the Sup35p aggregates, leading to theiractin networks and prion “seeds” are of a transient

nature and cannot be caught by co-staining tech- structural alterations in the absence of the actin cy-
toskeleton network, could be facilitated by a continu-niques. On the other hand, it remains to be seen

whether relatively large, visible aggregates of the ous supply of the newly synthesized Sup35p. Second,
the newly synthesized Sup35p is also needed in orderSup35NM-GFP fusion protein contribute to the next

cycle of prion formation. It is still possible that such to produce the soluble (Sup35psi−) population of the
Sup35p molecules once the structure and prion-form-visually detected “seeds” (even those observed in the

cells not treated with latrunculin A) represent the ing abilities of the aggregates are impaired. Third,
continuous supply of the proteases and/or refolding“dead ends” of the prion propagation pathway and

are not able to propagate anymore. In support of this chaperones (not necessarily those specifically in-
duced by latrunculin A) could be needed for destruc-model, we have observed that certain [PSI] curing

treatments, such as partial inactivation of Hsp104, tion of the prion aggregates altered in the presence of
latrunculin A. Once the protein synthesis is blocked,increase rather than decrease the average size of

the Sup35-GFP aggregates in [PSI+] cells (R. D. supply of these proteins becomes insufficient.
It should be noted that the sodium azide treatmentWegrzyn, K. Bapat, and Y. O. Chernoff, in prepara-

tion). It cannot be ruled out that prion transmission not only interfered with the latrunculin A-induced
[PSI] loss (Table 4) but also protected a compactoccurs primarily via relatively small Sup35p oligo-

mers, which are not readily visualized by fluores- structure of the Sup35-GFP aggregates during the la-
trunculin A treatment (Fig. 2D). It is possible that, incence microscopy. The effects of latrunculin A and

Sla1p suggest that propagation of these oligomers addition to blocking protein synthesis, sodium azide
is also influencing the interactions between the prioncould be assisted by the cytoskeletal networks.

An alternative explanation for the latrunculin A aggregates and unidentified cellular factors causing
dissociation of aggregates in the conditions when theeffect could be that latrunculin A cures yeast cells of

[PSI] indirectly by inducing the stress response. In- cytoskeleton is disrupted. This agrees with previous
observation that the sodium azide treatment is “freez-deed, the [PSI] curing effect of latrunculin A is

blocked by sodium azide or cycloheximide, the ing” cortical actin patches and preventing them from
moving (42). Interestingly, the sodium azide treat-agents that inhibit protein synthesis (Table 4). How-

ever, there is only one heat shock protein, Hsp104, ment also increased viability of the yeast cells after
prolonged incubation with latrunculin A (Fig. 1A).that is proven to cure yeast cells of [PSI] upon over-

production (7). We have not detected any increase of This indicates that the death of the cytoskeleton-de-
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pleted cells includes a sodium azide-sensitive compo- potential antiaggregation treatments in animal sys-
tems. Our new data point to anticytoskeletal drugs asnent. It is unlikely that the protecting effect of azide

on viability is due to the block of protein synthesis, a potential tool in the fight against aggregation-re-
lated disorders.because inhibition of protein synthesis by cyclohexi-

mide did not rescue yeast cells from the latrunculin
A-induced cell death (Fig. 1A).
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